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Abstract

We introduce a novel example-based framework for reusing traditional cartoon drawings and animations. In
contrast to previous approaches our aim is to design new characters and poses by combining fragments of the
original artwork. Using standard image manipulation tool this task is tedious and time consuming. To reduce
the amount of manual intervention we combine unsupervised image segmentation, fragment extraction and high-
quality vectorization. The user can simply select an interesting part in the original image and then adjust it in a
new composition using a few control scribbles. Thanks to ease of manipulation proposed sketch-based interface is
suitable both for experienced artists and unskilled users (e.g. children) who wish to create new stories in the style
of masters. Practical results confirm that using our framework high-quality cartoon drawings can be produced
within much shorter time frames as compared with standard approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: LearningAnalogies
I.3.4 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics UtilitiesGraphics editors I.4.6 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
SegmentationEdge and feature detection J.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts and HumanitiesFine arts

1. Introduction

A long history of cartoon animation provides a respectable
amount of artistically advanced works [Len99]. These tradi-
tional cartoon drawings and animations contain visual style
which is unique and typical for their authors. Generations of
children and adults love these classical works and wish to
watch new stories in the same style. Unfortunately when a
classical cartoonist is deceased it is usually very tedious and
time consuming to mimic his or her style in order to create
new poses and characters undistinguishable from the orig-
inal. It would be wonderful to be able to teach a machine
how to draw in a traditional style given by an existing exam-
ple, and then have the machine utilize this "learned" style to
create new poses and characters.

Example-based or data-driven approaches become popu-
lar quite recently in motion re-targeting [BLCD02] and3D
modelling [FKS∗04]. A lot of work has been also done on
transferring particular artistic styles to images.Hertzmann
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et al. [HJO∗01] transfer style pixel-by-pixel by matching lo-
cal image statistics between example and target image.Free-
man et al.[FTP99] and laterHertzmann et al.[HOCS02] use
similar approach for translating line drawings into different
styles.Drori et al. [DCOY03] decompose the input image
into a couple of small fragments, and then stitch them to-
gether to form a new image that follows several constraints.
Jodoin et al. [JEGPO02] presented hatching by example
which combines ideas of pixel-based texture synthesis in or-
der to stylize user-defined curves. However such techniques
transfer only local information which is insufficient while
global features are usually much more important for viewer
to recognize a typical drawing style.

Several authors attempt to overcome this limitation by
asking the artist to prepare a set of stand-alone fragments
that can be later reused in a variety of different ways.Buck
et al. [BFJ∗00] and laterChen et al.[CLR∗04] used this
technique for example-based synthesis of faces in different
hand-drawn artistic styles. This approach is also common
in computer assisted cartoon animation. A skilled artist first
prepare a set of simple fragments from which more complex
scenarios are composed [FBC∗95].
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compositionselection extraction vectorization

Figure 1: Framework overview – the user first selects a desired fragment in the original image (left), then the system automat-
ically extracts it and perform vectorization (middle), finally the fragment is arranged in a new position using two composition
scribbles (right).

In our framework we assume that original fragments are
no longer available. We have only bitmap image of the final
composition. For this caseJuanandBodenheimer[dJB04]
suggest a method through which they extract dynamic frag-
ments from the entire sequence and reuse them in different
frame orderings. This approach has only limited application.

To create truly new poses and characters, it is necessary
to extract and seamlessly compose fragments of the origi-
nal artwork. This is a challenging task that usually cannot
be resolved without additional manual intervention.Barrett
and Cheney[BC02] use an object-based image editing to
reduce the amount of manual intervention. However, their
method suffers from visible artifacts while all editing opera-
tions are performed in the image domain without additional
post-processing.Pérez et al.[PGB03] and laterAgarwala et
al. [ADA ∗04] introduced gradient domain image editing for
seamless fragment composition. However these approaches
produce compelling results only when fragments do not con-
tain distinct boundaries.

The aim of our work is to alleviate shortcomings of previ-
ous approaches. We improve an existing image segmentation
technique in order to lower the burden connected with frag-
ment selection and extraction. For ease of composition we
purpose an intuitive sketch-based interface suitable both for
skilled artists and unexperienced users. The final visual qual-
ity is preserved thanks to our novel raster to vector conver-
sion scheme which outperforms standard vectorization tools.

Saund et al.[SFLM03] proposed system calledScan-
Scribethat is similar to ours but has slightly different moti-
vation. It can simplify the selection, grouping and manipula-
tion of free-form sketches and handwritten notes. In contrast
to our approachScanScribeworks only in the image domain
and assumes homogeneous background. Also the manipula-
tion is limited only to several standard transformations.

2. Framework

In this section we describe our novel framework. First we
present a short overview and later, in successive sections, we
describe each step in more details including implementation
and optimization issues.

2.1. Overview

The input to our system is a set of classical cartoon images
originally created using a cel or paper based technique. In
this case each frame is created as a planar composition of
two layers: background and foreground. Typically, the fore-
ground layer consists of several homogeneous regions while
the background layer usually contains more complicated tex-
tural information. Our aim is to reuse shapes and regions
stored in the foreground layer.

The first step in our framework (see Figure 1) is an un-
supervised image segmentation that allows us to partition
the input image into a set of regions. Each region is then
classified as to whether it belongs to the background or to
the foreground layer. An interactive phase follows. In this
step the user simply selects a subset of regions called frag-
ment. Afterwards, the system extracts the fragment together
with corresponding outlines and perform vectorization. Fi-
nally the user arranges it in a new position by sketching two
composition scribbles that make possible to define a combi-
nation of rigid transformation and free-form deformation.

2.2. Segmentation

In order to separate the original image into a set of regions
we adopt an unsupervised image segmentation scheme first
presented in [SBv03] and later refined in [SBv05]. This tech-
nique has been designed specifically for cartoon images. It
uses a robust outline detector which utilizes negative re-
sponse of Laplacian-of-Gaussian (L◦G) filter [SB89] and
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adaptive flood-filling scheme to locate and extract outlines.
Standard region labelling algorithm [RK82] is then used to
produce the final segmentation. In this section we present
several improvements that allow us to use the original seg-
mentation technique as a preprocess for high-quality vector-
ization phase.

The first important factor that significantly affect the final
visual quality is sub-pixel precision. We achieve it by com-
putingL ◦G-negative response in fourfold higher resolution
using method of [HM86] (see Figure 2). In this case unsu-
pervisedσ-fitting [SBv05] also helps us to eliminate small
spurious regions inside outlines.

da b c

Figure 2: Super-resolved cartoon segmentation in progress:
a) original image, b)L ◦G-negative response, c) extracted
outlines, d) final segmentation.

a b c d

Figure 3: Outline authentication test in progress: a) origi-
nal image, b) the case when a simple outline detector failed,
c) L ◦G-negative mask with inverted pixel priorities, d) ex-
tracted outlines after flood-filling with priority queue.

The another issue is connected with outline authentica-
tion test that is necessary when a couple of foreground out-
lines coalesce withL ◦G-negative areas in the background
layer (see Figure 3b). In [SBv03] we use only simple median
thresholding scheme that unfortunately tends to peel regular
outlines. To alleviate this artifact we introduce a more pre-
cise test. First the original image is sharpened to enhance the
difference between dark outlines and brighterL ◦G-negative
areas in the background layer. We do this by adding full
L ◦G response to the original image. Afterwards we repeat
last flood-filling step from outline detection phase but in-
stead of stack we use priority queue to store and expand

seed pixels. Priority for each pixel is given by the inverted
intensity in the sharpened image (see Figure 3c). Using this
approach we fetch dark pixels first and then gradually ex-
pand towards brighter values. The expansion is terminated
in pixels that have priority lower then median of priorities
at zero-crossings of previously detected outlines. All pixels
ever stored in priority queue are marked as foreground out-
lines (see Figure 3d).

2.3. Classification

When the input frame is partitioned into a set of regions we
use area size thresholding as in [SBv05] to roughly classify
whether a given region belongs to the foreground or to the
background layer. Smaller fragments which belong to the
background layer (holes in the foreground layer) can be fur-
ther classified using two different approaches.

In the first approach we assume that the original animation
sequence is available. In this case we can track camera mo-
tion through the time and stitch fragments of background as
in [SBv05]. Afterwards it is possible to compute normalized
sum of absolute differences between the pixels of region and
corresponding area in the reconstructed background. When
this sum falls under a specified limit then such a region can
be classified as background.

When only a static image is available or when several
parts of the background are not visible during the animation,
the only feasible feature which can help us to distinguish the
background from the foreground is region homogeneity. We
can estimate it using technique described in [CS00]. Two or
more significant peaks in homogeneity histogram indicate
that a given region is not homogenous and thus may belong
to the background layer. However when the occluded part of
the background is also homogeneous this simple approach
fails and further manual classification during the fragment
selection is needed.

Finally when the classification is done it is necessary to
assign visually dominant color to each region in the fore-
ground layer. For this task it is possible to simply use mean
or median color. However colors of smaller regions can be
significantly biased by the noise and outline anti-aliasing and
thus the same colors in different regions may appear incon-
sistent. To address this issue we use global mean-shift color
clustering [CM02] to obtain visually consistent color assign-
ment for all regions.

2.4. Fragment selection

After the preprocessing the user is allowed to select an inter-
esting part in the pre-segmented image. Because we exactly
know which pixel belongs to which region and vice versa, it
is possible to use various selection tools, e.g. to simply click
on each desired region or to draw selection scribbles over
them. In our experiments we have found that the most useful
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selection tool is free-form curve that perform selection on in-
tersected regions and on regions that are inside the selection
area (when the curve is closed). The similar approach has
been used inScanScribe[SFLM03], however in our frame-
work such a curve can be really sloppy (see Figure 1) while
we automatically exclude regions in the background layer.

2.5. Fragment extraction

When the user selects desired regions we are still not able
to extract entire fragment while remaining regions share the
same outlines. What we want is to decide which part of the
original outline semantically belongs to the selected region.
In general this problem can be ambiguous (see e.g. [PGR99])
and only additional constraints such as convexity may help
us to solve it.

a b c

fed

Figure 4: Fragment extraction: a) the green shoe is ex-
tracted from the red leg, b) distance field for shoe and c)
for leg, d) the partition where the distance to the shoe and to
the leg is same (medial axis), e) refined partition, f) the final
extraction.

In our framework we assume that outlines are not jaggy
and have locally constant thickness. This assumption lead
us to estimate medial axis between selected and remaining
regions. Topologically correct solution can be obtained us-
ing combination of Euclidian and geodesic distance [BK01].
However, in most cases simple Euclidian distance provides
a good approximation.

We compute two distance fields [Bor86]: one for se-
lected and one for remaining regions (see Figure 4b,c). Then
both distances are compared in each outline pixel to decide
wether it belongs to the desired fragment or to the remaining
part of the image. Pixels with the same distance in both fields
form medial axis (see Figure4d). Using distances assigned
to those pixels we compute median distance that is treated
as a one half of the overall outline thickness. Then we refine
the partition by adding pixels that have distances from the se-
lected regions smaller than the overall outline thickness (see
Figure 4e). Finally we can easily extract an entire fragment
together with corresponding outlines (see Figure 4f).

2.6. Vectorization

When the desired fragment is extracted we apply raster to
vector conversion using standard contour tracing algorithm
with piecewiseBéziercubic fitting [WH04]. The main ad-
vantage of our approach is that we fit Bézier curves in pre-
processed image at fourfold higher resolution (see Figure 2d
and 4f) where regions have constant color and outlines are
represented by super-resolvedL ◦G-negative areas. In Fig-
ure 5 it is possible to compare how this kind of preprocess-
ing outperforms standard vectorization tools such asVector-
Eye[VLDP03], AutoTrace[WH04] andKVec[Kuh03].

2.7. Composition

During the composition phase the aim is to specify new posi-
tion, orientation and deformation of selected fragments. Us-
ing standard vector manipulation tools this task is nonintu-
itive and tedious while it is necessary to combine a num-
ber of basic transformations like translation, rotation, scale,
bend, shear, etc.

This problem has been extensively studied in the literature
(for nice overview see e.g. [MJBF02]). In our framework
we use approach similar to popular technique calledwrap
[CJTF98] that has been successful used inTeddy[IMT99].
It exploits two smooth curves to define free-form deforma-
tion. We call themcomposition scribbles. The first scribble
is drawn in the source image and the second in the target
composition (see Figure 1).

The idea ofwarp is to assume that both composition scrib-
bles are drawn in a constant speed and have the same para-
metric length. In this case it is easy to estimate point cor-
respondences between scribbles using simple arc length pa-
rameterization. The source fragment is deformed according
to changes in positions and tangent orientations of corre-
sponding points (see Figure 6). However the problem is that
such a simple approach produces non-uniform scale distor-
tion that is sometimes useful but in our application it does
not fit the user’s intuition while source fragments have usu-
ally different scale and it is necessary to adjust them to meet
the scale of target composition (see Figure 7).

To address this issue we introduce composition tool called
uniform warpthat utilizes actual length ratios of source and
target scribbles to obtain proper scale normalization. In this
method the source fragment is first scaled together with its
composition scribble to meet the actual length of the target
scribble and then the standardwarp is applied to perform
free-form deformation.

In our experiments we found that such a simple adjust-
ment can significantly reduce the amount of manual inter-
vention needed during the composition phase. However we
do not limit the user to use only this composition tool. Our
system also offers standardwarpand other commonly avail-
able tools such as translation, rotation, scale, flipping and
mirroring.
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Figure 5: Compare the accuracy of vectorization (from left to right): our approach,Vector Eye,AutoTraceandKVec.

Figure 6: Free-form fragment manipulation using standard
warp(the original fragment is in the middle).

uniform warpstandard warp

Figure 7: During the composition the user intuition is to
scale fragment uniformly. Instead of standardwarp we use
uniform warpto produce expected results.

2.7.1. Implementation issues

The original warp operates with smooth curves. In our
framework we use mouse or tablet to acquire composition
scribbles and thus it is necessary to implement the concept
of warp in a discrete domain. To accomplish this we first ap-
proximate a set of drawn pixels using piecewise linear curve
(line strip). Then we compute the length of each scribble
by summing lengths of individual line segments and an uni-
form arc length parameterization allows us to estimate new

positions of source control points on the target strip (see Fig-
ure 8). When the source strip does not fit the target one well
we perform subdivision in a problematic area and recom-
pute new locations of corresponding points. Finally we apply
feature-based image metamorphosis [BN92] that produces
similar results as piecewise linear planarwarp [MJBF02].

source

target

Figure 8: Linear mapping of composition scribbles: first the
source strip is subdivided to match curvature of the target
strip and then linear mapping is used to map source control
points on the target strip.

3. Results

In this section we present several results obtained on real
cartoon images scanned in the resolution of720x576
from the original celluloid of the traditional Czech cartoon
O loupežníku Rumcajsoviby Radek Pilař. Five new charac-
ters have been composed in his style (see Figure 10). Using
our framework each character takes only tens of seconds to
complete. Experienced user needs several minutes to obtain
comparable results using standard image manipulation tool.

The common workflow was to first draw composition
scribbles in such a way that they simultaneously intersect
desired regions. Whenever this was not possible additional
selection scribbles were added to cover remaining regions.
The selection and composition process is also depicted in
Figure 10. During the composition the user was allowed to
define fragment layering while it was much better to first
sketch new position of character’s body and then add head,
legs and hands.
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Figure 9: Several examples of drawing styles not suitable for our framework. Problems may arise when the input image contains
lots of unstructured outlines, small and inhomogeneous regions, soft shadows and color gradients, dark coalescent outlines in
the background, etc.

Drawing styles similar toRadek Pilař’s represent ideal
case for our framework. For other styles that do not strictly
satisfy the basic assumption on region homogeneity and out-
line continuity it is necessary to use additional segmenta-
tion scribbles or to apply outline joining algorithm [SC94]
and independent color clustering for each inhomogeneous
region. The problem may also arise when outlines are drawn
close together or when the image contains lots of small re-
gions. Resulting vectorization appears visually different as
compared to the original drawing. Dark coalescent outlines
in the background layer are also problematic. In this case
couple of additional vector editing operations are needed to
remove them. In Figure 9 we present several examples of
challenging styles which are not suitable for our framework.

4. Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we have made the following contributions. A
novel example-based framework for computer assisted car-
tooning has been presented. We show how to speed up the
fragment selection phase and how to preserve compelling
visual quality of the final composition. Our intuitive sketch-
based composition tool successfully extends toolbox of ex-
isting vector manipulation tools. Practical experiments per-
formed on real cartoon images confirm that for particular
drawing styles the proposed framework allows to synthesize
new cartoon drawings within much shorter time frames as
compared with standard image manipulation tools.

As a future work we plan to extend our framework for
different drawing styles and to use more advanced deforma-
tion techniques like [IMH05]. Another natural extension is
cartoon animation. In this case the idea is to let the user to
sketch several key-frames and then use shape interpolation
technique [ACOL00] to obtain in-between animation.
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